
Chapter 1 

“C
oming through”, Maya screams, narrowly avoiding the oblivious jaywalker as her ion pad 

cuts through the narrow passageways on the outskirts of the city. It leaves behind a fuming 

Kronian and a trail of zima blue. A color that closes resembles that of her giant piercing eyes. They 

widen with every sharp turn she makes. Her round face lights up as she leaves the city in her wake. 

With nothing but open land in front of her, she revs up the accelerator. The ion pad purrs, letting out 

a rhythmic metallic sound. Maya narrows her eyes and bends ever closer to the base of the pad. She 

picks up the pace making her way towards a nondescript house lying far outside the city.

She feels a palpable burst of excitement as she zooms past the landscaped ground. Unable and 

somewhat unwilling to contain her self and her speed she crashes into one of the neon flower beds. 

Hearing the ruckus, the tall lanky occupant darts to the spot, looks at the wreckage and squints at 

the culprit. His tiny brown eyes shrink ever more. “I have done it, I have finally done it”, she 

announces with complete disregard to the wreckage.

“Indeed you have”, he purses his lips. 

“Slaughtered the luminescent flora that I have been working on for 37 years”, he continues. 

“Has it only been 37 years? Feels like you have been at this foolish endeavor for longer. Besides, it 

wasn’t even set right. There was no symmetry on the whole”, she counters.  

“Out here there is no symmetry or asymmetry. Everything is as it should be. Symmetry is only 

in there”, he points a figure at her forehead. Symmetry is your mind trying to find meaning in 

this entropy. The garden grows as and where it desires. I do not impede in anyway, I only help it 

grow. In return it nurtures and cultivates me”, he says with a somber expression. “More 

importantly though, these little hobbies help me get through this glut of time”, he smiles. 

“Speaking of hobbies”, Maya says prancing around like a child with a secret, “I have put mine to 

good use”.  



The smile disappears off his face knowing fully well what is to follow.  

“I have…are you ready for this? Created a new creature and I don’t want to appear immodest but 

this might be the most intriguing one I have ever created and I can’t wait for you and everyone else 

to try them out”, she blurts out a slew of sentences all at once.  

Zeno stands still, his face betraying no emotion.  

“I didn’t know how you would react but I certainly thought that you would”, she says with a 

subdued tone. 

Zeno shakes his head clear and utters, “How exciting.” His face still carries no emotion. 

“You don’t have to lie to me”, Maya says with a frown. “I thought you love the game.” 

“I am not”, he lies. “And I do love the game”, he says the truth. “An entirely new dimension of 

reality, a new way of experiencing life itself. A new outside. A new inside”, he says, his tone finally 

injecting life into his words. 

“Oh, you have no idea”, she says, upbeat. “Winning won’t be so easy this time.” 

“Winning is never easy”, he says. “But winning is secondary. The chance to experience a new 

portal of reality is a win in and of itself.”  

Maya rolls her eyes at the high-sounding remark.  

“Don’t you roll those gigantic eyes at me”, he retorts.  

“I will blaze through that leaderboard and crush your sorry bum. If only you were half as good at 

playing the game as you are at designing it”, he bares his teeth. 

Maya smiles at the taunt. Zeno frowns at the unusual response. 

“I smile because this is what I wanted to see. Your competitive side breaking through, fueling the 

fire that burns inside. Not that dull and lifeless response”, her smile widens.  

Zeno mirrors her smile. The smile disappears as soon as it appears. “Should you be creating a new 

character though”, he finally lets out the reason for his initial subdued response. “The game has 

been banned Maya and I agree with the decision. Don’t get me wrong. The game has immense 



potential but it is being abused rather than used. A lot of Kronians are using the right tool in 

the wrong way. I know we have no right to judge what someone chooses to do with their life 

but this has serious implications. I don’t know where I stand on this. I am on the fence right 

now”, he pinches his nose.

“I agree with the decision to ban the game but that is no reason for me to stop doing what it is I love 

doing. There is no reason to deny those who use it responsibly and derive pure pleasure from it. We 

can continue running it in the incog, as always. You know I have been working on these creatures 

for years. I was not going to stop because of a minor incident”, she says defensively.

 

“A minor incident”, Zeno raises his voices. “You call that a minor incident. Gamers vanished 

Maya. Gamers killed themselves”, he says loudly and slowly. “These are not minor incidents. 

Dying had so far been unheard of in our world. Kronians the perfect beings. We don’t die. We 

don’t perish. The Game of Life has brought death to our society.”

Zeno’s response infects Maya with rage as well. She bites her tongue and gulps down the anger. She 

knows that if fire is fought with fire, how can you expect anything except incinerations. Mays 

says nothing, letting the silence talk instead. Eventually Zeno cools down and continues, “I got a bit 

carried away but I don’t know how to feel about all that has transpired in the last few decades.” 

Maya nods in return.  

“Seriously though, if what you are saying is true; it is commendable what you have done. I couldn’t 

imagine you coming up with something better than…What was the last character?”, he struggles to 

yank out the word stuck on the tip of his tongue.  

“Dolphin. It was the dolphin” she breaks her short silence.



“Ah, yes the dolphin”, his face lights up. “I got to say, never has a character evoked such dread and 

excitement in me simultaneously”. Maya’s furrowed brow prompts an explanation. “Those 

marvelous swimmers had an ‘inside’ that I had never seen before; a depth that I am yet to 

experience again in the game. Every new creature undoubtedly adds a new facet to reality but their 

level of self-awareness made every perception, feeling, all of it all unrealistically real. The rate at 

which they are capable of processing the ‘outside’ is unprecedented. It rendered an ‘inside’ that 

matched, if not transcended the outside. After all, the outside, the world, gives rise to the inside 

of the creature. At the same time, it is the inside of the creature that creates the outside, the 

world. Without the world no creatures can exist but without the creatures there is no to 

experience the world. They reside in each other. 

I played every life quivering with excitement and fear in equal measure. You remember,” he 

struggles to finish his sentence, “When I came out of the game, I was sure I was a dolphin. You 

could not convince me otherwise”.  

“How can I ever forget?,” Maya erupts into a fit of laughter. “You..you”, she continues amidst 

sporadic chuckling, “kept making clicking sounds and eventually flopped towards the pond.” “You 

deserve it though, for pushing yourself beyond your boundaries, as always and playing 81 lives 

separated only by the occasional death.”  

“I had no choice. The competition was heating up and there was no way I was not going to fight till 

the very end. I could have hit a 100 points for all you know”, he says with a smug smile. 

“At what cost though?”, Maya asks with a stern expression. 

“I had it under control, well, sort of. How could I let go off that hot streak I was blazing through the 

leaderboard”, he forms a fist with his hands. Maya closes her eyes and shakes her head. 



“One day I will learn balance. Only by knowing and experiencing the extremes, can I hope to 

find the middle,” he addresses her concerns. Maya continues shaking her head. “Don’t forget, I 

was the first to find the middle in the game as well”, he reminds her. Maya says nothing.  

“I had forgotten what a rush this Game of Life can be”, his voice elevates as his face looks set to 

explode with emotion. “I need to be these new characters.” 

“Not right this moment, though”, he tones it down immediately. I have to think about it but first I 

have to undo the destruction that you brought to the flower bed. Now scram”, he buys himself some 

time. 

“Suit yourself, Zeno”, Maya emphasizes. “The buzz around the new characters grows louder within 

the incog. The waitlist burgeons but I came here because, as always, I wanted you to be one of the 

first beta players. And if you thought the dolphins had an elaborate ‘inside’, the new creatures blow 

them out of the water, pun intended”, she plays the temptress.

 

 Zeno continues working on the flower patch, without even so much as a glance in her direction.  

“Even the machine struggles to navigate their inside”, she makes one last attempt. “Qualia is 

struggling”, she manages to incite a reaction. She stays put, anticipating more but he redirects his 

attention to the dying flora. She hops back on the ion pad and zooms away. Zeno caresses and 

prunes the glimmering yellow flower but his thoughts keeps drifting towards the Game of Life and 

its mesmerizing game play. 



Chapter 2 

The Game of Life, a massive multiplayer online role-playing game, is Maya’s brain child. Nearly a 

century ago, a disillusioned and disenchanted Zeno abruptly forsook the city life. For months, she 

struggled to fill this Zeno-sized hole in her life. Like a vagabond, she drifted between distractions 

until she discovered her passion. Coding gave her that for which she ached, a sense of belonging. 

With coding she felt like she finally found home. Fueled by her burning penchant for learning, 

she taught herself to speak the language of the machines. 

Zeno, meanwhile, steered away from civilizations, unlearning the language of sentient life. 

What started out as passion turned into an obsession. Hours bled into days which eventually turned 

into weeks. Little by little, Maya immersed herself in the digital world until one day she finally 

drowned in it. She disappeared from the real world emerging with a copy of the virtual one. Maya 

had managed to create a rudimentary simulation of the entire known universe. 

It didn’t make much headway at the outset but the introduction of animated forms breathed life into 

the simulation. They came to be known as the ‘creatures’ and grew in complexity and intricacies 

with every new generation. The ever increasing number of characters, began to capture the 

imagination of Kronians. In its present format, the players take their place in a console. The console 

bathes them in a string-net liquid, a bioluminescent fluid, which synchronizes them with a digital 

entity of their choosing down to every electron of every cell. This allows the Kronians to experience 

an alternate hyper-reality. The players play the game in an accelerated time zone living out myriad 

lives in the matter of hours or days.

The creatures are the antithesis of the Kronians. This is the primary reason for the game’s 

meteoric rise and its subsequent monumental fall. It is what makes the game so compelling and 

it is what caused it to be banned recently. This and the discovery of the “void.” They live for a 



moment compared to Kronians, who live eternally. Most creatures cannot even make it past 50 

years of in-game time.

Lifespan is not the only trait which divides the two. Every creature in the game is dependent on the 

world around them in more ways than one. It requires ingestion of chemical energy to sustain itself 

and has a body that is susceptible to injury, disease and sickness. These concepts are alien to the 

Kronians whose bodies aren’t affected by the vagaries of the world they inhabit. Their physical 

selves do not require any form of sustenance whatsoever. The creatures on the other hand gorge on 

energy in some form or the other, a term colloquially known as  “food”. Lastly, the characters need 

to restore their frail bodies which constantly suffer wear and tear. They do this through a 

phenomenon that has been dubbed “sleep”. 

Food and sleep were premeditated features of the game, originating as ideas in Maya’s mind. They 

lent an air of credibility to the vulnerability of mortal life. Another feature, a subset of sleep, was 

never intended but it forced its way into the game, true to its very nature. This feature has since 

been called by names but its original one was dreams.  Dreams seemed to be the only fix to squash 

the bugs in the software, stabilizing the game enough to contain within itself the many complex life 

forms. It wasn’t the ideal debugging solution but it was the only one that worked as the tree of life 

grew in range and complexity. 

The dreamscape, a surreal landscape, is devoid of the restrictions of the world, both real and digital. 

Players act freely in the dream world where the only limitation is imagination. Where the only 

thing holding them back is themselves. Dreams go beyond fantasy though. Dreams enable the 

system to harmonize the individual separate realities with the universal singular reality 

creating one coherent reality or at least some semblance of it. They blend the many insides to 

give rise to a grand unified outside. 

Since it first burst onto the scene, sleep amused the Kronians to no end. They enjoyed the tranquil 

effects of sleep but eventually the novelty wore off, as it always does. They became increasingly 



impatient and the demands to do away with sleep grew louder with each generation. Maya knew 

the creatures could do without sleep but she could not. No amount of computing power could 

handle the power of billion plus consciousnesses teeming with life and sentience.

For centuries, the players knew nothing of the dreamscape. Believing it to be a minefield, she hid its 

existence from the gaming community. Not only was it a stop-gap solution but also unstable, held 

together by patchy pieces of ghost code. What really worried Maya though was the the fact that it 

was another layer of immersive reality within what was already highly immersive reality. Heaping a 

layer of virtual reality onto an existing one was surely a recipe for disaster, both as a player and a 

coder, as far as she was concerned. 

The views and stance of an individual are rarely set in stone though. It was only a matter of time 

before gave in to temptation and threw open the doors to the forbidden land. She granted the 

Kronians limited access to quell their growing dissatisfaction with sleep. From there on out the 

simulation never looked back, charting exponential growth. Maya’s popularity soared to the 

heavens and beyond. Kronians proved to be gluttonous and she decided to whet their insatiable 

appetites for selfish gains. 

She greedily and unwittingly allowed unrestricted access to every last crevice of the creature’s 

dreamscape. That’s the thing about temptation. We itch to scratch and scratch to itch. The 

moment you give in to that urge to scratch, you are left scratching red patchy skin before you 

even know it. The dreamscape offered the players all they could ever dream of and more. Unlike 

every other feature, it didn’t just augment reality but created an entirely new one. Dreams birthed 

numerous philosophies and debates among the Kronians; debates which rage on to this very 

day. 

Kronians have neither tasted food in their reality nor have they an inkling of an idea what sleep 

feels like. They have never dealt with the frailty of a mortal body, with sickness and injuries. By 

extension, the concept of physical wellbeing remains elusive even though they are in a perpetual 



state of the same. Contradictions lead to understanding. Only in its absence is the presence of 

something felt. 

Within the confines of the game however, they experience ravaging hunger and the subsequent 

gratification when it is appeased with food. They experience the draining effects of fatigue and the 

recuperating effects of a night of sleep. The simulation allows them to feel the pain of being 

physically unwell and the exhilarating sense of recuperation. In the beginning not a lot of Kronians 

took to the creatures, looking down upon these imperfect creations. They took great pride in their 

sense of perfection and immortality. Over time the simulation made Kronians aware of experiences 

and feelings they could have never imagined existing. Now, these perfect creatures find 

themselves unconsciously craving the very thing they mocked and ridiculed – imperfection. 

This ironic yearning for imperfection grows stronger with every new generation of creatures. Each 

generation dives deeper into consciousness allowing the players to experience a new dimension 

of life,  a new layer of reality. It allows them to experience more of the inside. It does not expand 

the inside, for the inside is infinite, it only uncovers more of it while doing the same for the 

outside. For the outside and the inside are nothing but reflections of each other. They reside in 

each other and feed off each other. This co-dependence has lead to two peculiar discoveries.

Each subsequent iteration continued to blur the lines between the virtual and the real as the inside 

and outside continued to evolve. Playing the simulation for many hours at a stretch made it near 

impossible, even for the advanced players, to discern what is real. Inevitably some amateurs began 

to identify themselves as the creatures, forgetting all about their life as Kronians, after playing one 

too many games. They began to lose their sense of self and their minds to the simulation. With an 

ever increasing number of players losing themselves to the simulation, the computer struggled to 

easily retrieve their minds. Maya averted this crisis by building a life-net. 

The computer was programmed to kick out all those who showed signs of leading themselves 

astray. This resulted in an immediate and irrefutable “Game Over”. This little trick presented Maya 



with an adventitious opportunity. She metamorphosed her masterpiece simulation into a 

massive multiplayer online role playing game and so the Game Of Life was born. 

Every game, every life the inside, the internal world, pulls the player into the abyss that is the 

mind. Get pulled in far enough and you risk losing the game and yourself. The players spend the 

entire life on the outside, in the external world, trying to resist the relentless pull of the mind. With 

every new generation, with every new mind, consciousness tugs on the players harder and they 

are finding it incredibly difficult to ignore its alluring call. 

Survive the external world that is out to consume mortal life with all its hazards and perils while 

enduring the mystifying lure of the inside. Make it through a life and you manage to earn yourself 

points. Rack up the points to make your way through the leaderboard. Every life scales the 

number of earned points. Every life scales the level of difficulty. You carry with you the 

memories, experiences, impressions, cognates and consequences of the previous lives. Every 

win makes the subsequent game that much harder as the knots of life build and entangle 

within each other. The Kronians have dubbed this weight and burden of previous lives, 

“Karma.” No one knows for sure if this complexity arises in the game or within the player. 

Maya can’t or won’t divulge.

For the longest time, that remained the only way to earn points, the only way to win the game. You 

needed to make it through an entire life to win at the game of life. That was until recently, when a 

century ago, Zeno chanced upon a new way. Some have dubbed it cheating, some call it magic 

while others have attributed it to a glitch.

Life always begins at the at the confluence of the inside and the outside. Life always begins at 

the center. With your very first breath, the inside pulls you right away. Most players spend their 

entire lives distracting themselves with the external world, lest they give in to the inside. They hide 

in the outside, afraid of all that lies within them on the inside. Stuck between the two, they 



oscillate furiously between them. Never managing to find the stillness in their life that defines the 

center from which all of life begins. 

That is the way Zeno discovered the other method. The path through the middle leads to the 

center, which is where you find victory. All his life he has strived to find his way to his center, 

where all of him began. While it continues to elude him in real life, he found it in the virtual one.

When a player manages to not only return to their center but also stay there, they win. By not 

submitting to the mind and not giving in to the world, they find stillness. By being balanced 

and centered victory is ensured. Balance is the key to unlock the game that is life. 

Only a handful of players have achieved the “middle”. Only five have experienced the state in the 

middle, the state of the absolute. The majority are in a constant tug-of-war between the inside 

and the outside. They have only heard of the middle path, never walked on it. They have only 

heard of the state of balance but never experienced it. They know nothing of breaking through 

life, of dying, while still being alive. They know nothing of the place that lies between the 

inside and the outside. They know only of their relentless struggle between the inside and the 

outside till life passes them by. They know only of death. 
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